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Bridgewater State College

Lectures at BSC
Lectures are an important part of a
college education. "Dorm Talks" a
series of lectures designed to bring
together students and faculty in a
comfortable atmosphere, will next
be held on Tuesday, November 10,
at 7:30 pm. Those who attended the
first series held two weeks ago
reported that it was both enjoyable

and educational. Scheduled for this
Tuesday are:
1. Dr. John Jahoda/Shea-Durgin
Caf "About Whales"
2. Dr. Tom Knudson/Scott Hall
Room 103, "Running for Fitness ·md
Pleasure"
3. Dr. Bill Levin/Pope HallBasement Lounge, "Shouting in the

Bedroom What Happens When
Couples Fight"
4. Dr. James Scroggs/Wood Hall,
Room 2, "Harpsichord Building For
Fun and Profit"
Each talk is open to all students,
regardless of dorm or whether or
not you are a resider or a commuter.

Fast
For
World
HungerThe Catholic Cent~r and the Protestant Christian Fellowship on this
· campus will co-sponsor a Day of
Fast for World Hunger .on Thursday, November 19. The goal of the
fast is to raise enough money to provide one bred he ifer,. through He ifer
Project International, to the Kitulo
Farm Project in Tanzania, East
Africa.
At Kitulo, in the plateau land of
Tanzania near the Zambian border,
this dairy he ifer will be used to crossbreed with native stock so that
hearty, well-bred offspring can be
distributed to poor rural farmers.
These recipients, in turn, will pass
on the gift to other needy neighbors
by returning their first offspring to
, Kitulo for redistribution. The heifer
from Bridgewater State College's
Day ofFast for World Hungeris part
of Heifer Project International's

overall plan to send 300 dairy cattle
to Tanzania in the next 3 years.
The Food Service has agreed to
make a substantial contribution in
the name of each participant with a
meal ticket. Persons wishing to par·
ticipate in the Fast may have. their
meal ticket crossed off outside the
cafeterias on Monday and Tuesday,
November 16 and 17. Participants
without a meal ticket may make a
donation to the fund on the day of
the fast.
The day of the fast, Thursday,
November 19, has been well organ·
ized. Between 11:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. tasters may partake of a cup of
broth and a hard roll at the Catholic
Center and upstairs in the Cubicle
Room in the Student Union.
Anyone wishing to make a donation
to the fund may do so at this time. A
prayer vigil will be held in the

Catholic Center Chapel from 9:00
a.m. to 5 p.m., with opportunity for
15 minute prayer. There will also be
a liturgy in the Catholic Center
Chapel at 12:05 p.m. and 4:05 p.m.
Campus contacts for the November
19 Fast for World Hunger are
Father Joe McNamara at the
Catholic Center and Reverend
Richard Huffines of ·the Protestant
Christian Fellowship.
Your contribution to the Fast for
World Hunger is important. The
bred heifer, upon arrival in Kitulo,
will give·birth to.a calf--doubling the
gift of the-Bridgewater State College
Community. Anyone can p~artici
pate in their own way. Students,
faculty, staff and administration are
invited to help make this year's Fast
for World Hunger as successful as
past years.

Commentary
The- conservative administration · _would also be forbidden. If a child
. won't be satisfied· until they have becomes pregnant, she would be
. almost total control over our rights. forced to carry out the pregnancy. If
They are against giving women the fetus will not survive the full term
· equal rights under the law and now of pregnancy a woman will still have
they are trying to take away .a wom- to carry the fetus to full-term. If
an's right to a safe and legal abor- abortion is outlawed, women having
tion, and also to a woman and man's illegal abortions will be prosecuted
choice of effective birth control.
as having ·committed pre-meditated
There are several bills being intro· murder in some states, and a felony
duced in Congress now to this end. in others. There would also be crimiThe Human Life Amendments nal investigations of miscarriages. In
declare that. fertilized eggs, visible · addition, these amen.dments would
only under a microscope, are per· eliminate sex education" and phase
sons. entitled to complete constitu- out teenage pregnancy counseling.
tional protection. These .HLA's
Not only do these HLA' s have ·
(sponsored by Senator Helms, implications relative to abortion, but
Representatives Hyde, Dornam, also birth control would be subAshbrook and others), forbid the jected to drastic changes. Most
termination of pregnancy for any birth control pills and the IUD would
reason. This means pregnancies become illegal bec~use they can
arising from incest and rape would - prevent the implantation of .the fernot be allowed to be terminated. tilized egg in the uterus. Research
Abortions to save the life or pre· on newer and safer forms of birth
serve the heafth of the mother ·
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Anthropology Club
presents
Lila Leibowitz
speaking on
SEX ROLES
A BIOSOCIAL APPROACH
Nov . 18 at 7:00pm
Library Lecture Hall
Tickets- $L50(call ext. 266)

"shots were fired"
by Stuart Gardner
At 9:08 pm Monday, Oct 26, shots
were.fired at the Great Hill dormitory. The shots were apparently
fired fra.m behind the dorm directly
into a room on the Shea side 2nd
floor, spewing glass throughout the
room. Both women occupants were
in their room at the time of the inci·
dent. One occupant was extremely
dose tne point at which the projectile came in contact with the room.
Police arrived at the scene immediately and searched for a bullet,
however no bullet was found.
Because no bullet was found the
incident cannot be called a "shooting". "It may have been a ballbearing shot from a high powered
sling shot.",said Vice President
Deep.
Tuesday Morning Massachusetts
State Police were called in to investi·
gate the incident. The State Police

believe the projectile was a bullet of
.22 or .30 caliber.
Two men students told the police
that they had seen a mari with a rifle
standing behind the dorm at 6:30.
Three other incidents of shots
being fir~d occured in the surround·
ing community shortly after the ind·

pent .·at ., "The .. Hill">

J,~~s,<la~

morning, October 27~ shot$ were
fired at painters at the Fox RunCondominiums and at the Scotland
Sandwich Shop on Prospect St. The
third incident occ~red this past wee·
kend at D'Angelos Sub Shop~ Police
are saying the incidents are
unrelated.
An unconfirmed report states
that Tuesday, Nov 3, shots were
fired at the Clement C. Maxwell
Library and that a section of the
library was closed.
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control would be stopped. And
finally (and perhaps most absurdly),
· women could be prosecuted for. illegal use of birth control!
I
I
The ramifications of these amend·
I
I
ments are outrageous. For examI
I
ple, what will we do when we are
faced with the sudden overpopulation this will result in? Also,
these issues. don't only pertain to
women. As .the old cliche goes, "It
It has been brought to the attention. of the SGA that a need for al
takes two to tango."
. lbabysitting service on campus exists at this Hme we are looking into the I
In an effort to do something about
lfeasibility of such a program. The program would be aimed at those I
this preposterous situation, the
poeple who do not need full ·time babysitting but rather short terml
Women's Center ofBSC will be hav- l
babysitting in order to attend classes. If you are a parent or are responsi· I
ing a booth outside the bookstore,
for young children during the school day·-please return the following I
Monday and Tuesday, November 9
lqu~stionnaire to the SGA office on the second floor of the Student I
and 10, from 9.4 , to help the cam.
I
paign started by Women USA to Union.
Ii. Do you think t?is service _is nee~~d. ·: .. : ... : . · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · ' I
gather one million signatures.
Students, faculty; administrators 12. Would you be interested m parhc1patmgm this service ........... I
13. What times do you most need this service .....................
and staff, REGARDLESS OF SEX,
are asked to please stop by and reg- 14. What age are your children ........................ .,..........
Would you 9e willing to pay. a. nominal fee for this service ........
ister their opinion.
Sincerely,. IName · ··· ·: · · · · · · · · '· · · · · · '· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .· · · ·' · · · · · · · ·1·
IAddress ............................................. ·.·.· ... ·,·. ·.· . ·
Liz Scroggs, IPhone ................................................. ·. · ·• · · · · 1
.
Action Center For ·women ............ -...... 111111111 . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111111111il1 •
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Letters
to
the
Editor
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Ballad of the
Unknown Loan
by Tom Gregg
The resignation of Nancy Silva as the SGA Treasurer was cuased by a
dispute over the BSC-SGA Scholarship/Loan Fund. A COMMENT
investigation of the matter revealed that many students are not aware of
the availability of this fund, and so we are presenting this story both to
inform them and to prove the matter of Silva's resignation.
The Scholarship/Loan Fund dates back to the 1930's, when _it was
established with money from the Student _Government. Today 1t contains an estimated $150,000.00. The Fund's purpose is to make emergency loans -- and, in exceptional cases, grants-- to ~SC stud~~ts in an
amount not normally to exceed $50.00. Waivers to raise the ce1bng can,
however, be granted in exceptional cases.
.
Students can obtain loan applications in the Student Payment Office.
These are reviewed by an administration board, which akes a recommendation to•the College President, who holds ultimate authority over
the fund.
.
The loans can be made for various reasons: car trouble, failure of
financial aid to arrive on schedule, etc. But one source of discord about
the fund has been the rumor, apparently in wide circulation, that it has
been used to fund abortions for BSC students. .
.
·
. According to Vice President (Student Services) David Deep, this
rumor is false. He told me that no loans or grants of money from the fund
have been used to pay the full costs of abortions. But he winted out that .
it would probably violate the law to deny a $50 :00 loan ·to a s~ude~t "":ho
wanted the money for an abortion. Since abortions are legal m this state
there are no grounds for refusing a loan from the fund for such a purpose.
. Deep.said that this situation had come up "once or twice" in the past.
The fund, he conclu,ded, is 'unique in the State College System and
~t.he envy of every other school."· ·
.
. .
. Nancy Silva resigned from the SGA because ofa difference ofopm1ons
about how the fund should be administered. In her farewli!ll address to
the Senate she argued for a greater SGA role in the control of the fund:
For example, she proposed that the SGA ··or some stud,ent -·have a
'-seat .the Loan Review Boatad. She also argued fo~ SGJ\ access to the
full records of the fund, including applications (with names: and.
addresses blacked out, of course, to conform to the provisions of privacy

on

:

le~~:~~~;oposals: ~~cdrding

Vi~~

to Silva, were rejected by
President
Deep and cold-shouldered by the SGA Executive Board. Most Board
.member~, she s~id, felt.that. her' reasoning was '_'not sufficient." And so,
. until Silva decided to resign,.the matter never c'anie before the full Senate
for .dis(:\tssion..... . ..
, ... . . .. . .. . .. . . .
.
... . .·
Silva claimed in her speech that she and Vice President Deep had had
a tense and not very friendly discussion on the matter. (VP Deep's reply,
"No comment."). In any event, the lack of f?<vorableresponse o_n th~ pq.rt
of the SGA Executive Board precipitated Silva's decision to resign. She
now plans to pursue the matter on her own.
·
.. ,
There has been no suggestion that-the fund has in any way been
abused or mismanaged under the present arrangement. So unless
Nancy Silva knows more than she's telling, the genesis of this dispute
remains obscure. But now, perhaps, more students will take advantage
of BSC's Unknown Loan.

The Comment
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THIS SPACE IS FOR
THE MASTHEAD
. BUT IT'S 3 IN THE
MORNING.
·SORRY.
The Comment is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper serving the
academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the
Editor-in-Chief in Consultatiqn with the Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material ·
herein is prohibited without the expressed written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. All
materials submitted become the property of The Comment; Letters to the Editor are
encouraged but may be limited to 250 words or less. Letters, classified advertisements
and all other written materials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available
upon request. All correspondence should be addressed to The Comment, Student
Union Building, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324.
Telephone: (617)697-8321, e"tension 260 or 304.

Tumbrel

Perspectives on Politics
Oh, Editor!
Is there a demon possessing this
town? This state? This country?
Can two shots be fired at the dormitory building of a state school in a
supposedly progressive state without making a few people tremble a
little bit? Hey people, it's not just a
fact life that people shoot at the
building you're in is it?
.
God! Do we live on an earth
where men try to kill other men with
hapless, criminal disregard for their
fellow humans? Oh yeah, we do!
Gee l'm sorry. I was overeacting
again. This time I really am sorry.
Love,
Paul Hansbury

To The College Community, With
Spedal · Emphasis To The·· Gay
Community:
:I want to thank "Gay and Pi:.ouli" ·
for alertring me to the factthat there
are other homosexuals on campus.
As a Lesbian, who is only now
a tempting" coming out.. , I reoli5e the
fear and frustration that accompanies walking withen a community that
seams unconcerned with our ne.eds,
and:over.\NelJnin.s _in its \'.iew$.
It is very frighting to "come out"
· alone. A mutual support group of
Lesbians and Gay men could help
surmount 'fears, help with problems,and provide a realistic imedge of
homosexuals for the· "strait"
. community:
,
As a homosexval I am part of an
invisible society. To accomplish
anything positive the anonymity of
my society must end. We must
make our selves known to each
other; to reolise ourselves and to
prove to others our reality.
F acuity members who are open
about their sexuality can help by
supporting a gay support group on
campus, and by. providing a positive
self imige to the group by joining it,
or by aiding in its structuring.
As a group we can offer the college community the truth of our
alternate life style, and the richness
that our union can provide. It is
important to remember that the last
place mindless predjudice should
occur is a.t a place of learning.
· Let us join together, and with our
own support find the coredge to
drop our masks.
.
Pl.e,,ase respond· through this
paper so that we may kriow our
·number .and find a way to get things
started for ourselves. Thank You.
For now as,
Sappho's Secret; who is Glad To Be
Gay~

(This article is typed as wfittenthese are-not typographical errors!)
Dear Editor:
This is in response to the recent
articles . regarding homosexuality.
The close-mindedness of people on
this issue disturbes me. The bottem
line of the issue (and bisexuality for
that matter}, as I see it, is simply
people lovfog people. I don't see
anything wrong with that. They're
not hurting anyone. They are caring, sharing, and loving just like the
heterosexual persons do.
I would much rather have people
expressing their for eac.h other (no
matter what sex they are) than have
them express their hatred for each
other.
I hope to see the day when more
people start q·uestioni_ng society's
values. Who are "they" to tell us
what we should believe in? Think
about-it, please.
Sincerely
Liz Scroggs

Running Aground in Sweden
~Y

Tom Gregg
·
November 1: Things must be pretty tense. these days at the head~uartrs of the Soviet Navy's Baltic Fleet.
Last week, you see, a Soviet submarine grounded itself on a reef near a
top-secret Swedish Navy base south of Stockholm. The sub's captain
explained--somewhat lamely--tl-}at his boat's presence in Swedish_ territorial waters was the result of equipment malfunction. But local fishermen disagreed with that version of events, pointing out that the
approach to the base--up a narrow, twisting channel--is not the sort of
passage yov simply wander through by mistake.
The Swedish Government appears to share that opinion. The wayward submarine was surrounded by patrol boats and battle-ready
marines, .a stiff note of protest was sent along to the Soviets, and then
everyone settled.back to see what would happen. The affair has more
than lived up to early expectations, and continues to provide a touch of
light comedy that is usually lacking in international affairs.
.
· . It was almost possible to see the Russians squirm as the days went by.
Eventually a source within the Swedish Ministry of Defense hinted that
the captain of the sub and some of his crew were thinking .of defecting.
Soon after the sub attempted-~without success--to back off the reef.
Finally, in consideration ofa spell of bad weather, the Swedes pulled the
sub off--but still refused to release her, no doubt to the furstration of the
·Soviet ships waiting just outside territorial waters.
·
The affair of the wayward sub should certainly give the lie the claim
that neutrality is dull. The nice thing about being a neutral nation is that
you're always in the right. The Russians might have claimed, I suppose,
that Swedish submarines had been lurking about in their territorial
waters, but who would.Pave believed them? So instead they adopted the
more realistic,-if painful--course of simply gritting their teeth and waiting
for the affair to end. It must be an exquisite form of diplomatic torture.
Sweden takes her neutrality seriously. Though the country has a
population of only 8,000,000 it maintains one.-of the most impressive
military establishments in Europe. Sweden manufactures all of her own
weapons, including modern jet combat aircraft that rival anything produced by, either the Soviet Union or the United States. The national
defense ·policy is deterrence through demonstrated readiness, Any
potential attacker is placed on notice that the fight for Sweden would be a
hard one, probably not w9rth the effort_ required, _and extremely costly to
boot. It is, in its own modest way, one of the diplomatic success stories of
Europe.
And so the Swedes are quite at liberty to give the Russians a hard time.
People have been flocking to the coast to see the show, and the captain
of the hapless Soviet sub has been looking more and more haggard--as
well he might, considering what probably awaits him upon his return to
the motherland. Now if the submarine had run aground i'1 U.S. territorial
waters, imagine what would have happened! Editorials would call for a
"defusing" of the crisis; lights would burn late in the foreign ministries of
Europe; anti-American demonstrations, no doubt, would take place in
West Berlin. Senator Kennedy would brand the Administration's handling of th€ crisis "irresponsible" and "dangerous''; the Soviets would
mutter "piracy."
How I envy the Swedes. Some people have all the fun.
'
~--g:-·...~-r-~~
TUMBREL Notes: This week's installment was to have been a further
discussion of the gay rights issue. But I just couldn't resist the Comedy of
Wayward Soviet Submarine--we'll get back to the homosexuals next
week.
AW ACS has finally been laid to rest, and the congressional· Demo·
crats have fresh egg to remove from their faces. They must·be gritting
their teeth about as hard as the Russians-·and like the Russians, our
liberal champions in Congress asked for everything they got. Political
golden rule: don't proclaim your victory before the vote. They really
should have known better.
A TUMBREL Tip: don't pay too much attention to.the liberal doomand-gloom stuff about the President's economic pack~ge. The fact is
that it's too soon to tell what the economy will do·· the liberals are simply
indulging in a bit of wishful thinking. That's very public-spirited of them,
to hope for an economic disaster so that they can get back into power. It
certainly indicates whose interests they have at heart--their own.
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SGA CALENDAR
The main event at the November 3rd SGA Meeting was Student
Union Director Rick Veno's presentation of the Musical Royalties Issue.
This problem arose from the Musical Copyright Act of 1977, a Federal
law to regulate the payment of royalties for performances of copyrighted
music. One of the provisions of this law was to remove the exemption
previously enjoyed by colleges and universities in the area of royalty
payment. The law thus makes BSC liable to the three copyright holding
companies (SESAC, ASCAP, BMI) for music performed at the college.
Veno estimated the cost. of this to be about $3,000.00 per annum, and
suggested that one-third of the amount be paid by SGA with the Student
Union paying the balance. Failure to sign contracts with the copyright
holding companies, Veno added, would probably result in legal action
against the College, with an unfavorable ruling likely. This is an
extremely complicated business and SGAC will be looking into it. Right
now nothing firm has been decided, though Veno recommended that in
order to avoid lawsuits by the copyright holding companies, contra~ts
should be signed by the first of the year. We'll keep you up to date.
Swearings-in: Mary Noonan took the oath as the new Senator-atLarge. Bill O'Neil was sworn in as Treasurer. Laura "Crash" Brauer,
after resigning her Class of '84 Senate Seat, was sworn in as Assistant
Treasurer.
Debby Coutts (Senator, Class of '83), resigned her seat after deciding
to leave school. SGAC wishes her good luck.
Committee Appointments: Sue Duffy and Doreen Travers to Student
Affairs.
A motion to censure Senator John O'Neill for derilition of duty was
voted down 2-16-0 (but see WHISPERS for more on this).
Arid that's all for SGA Calendar

by Doreen Greeley
Dial Access has a new program .of
recreational listening. This program
is especially keyed to new students
who do not know how to use Dial
Access, and who may be just a little
bit afraid of it.
The Dial Access Control Center
is located on the ground floor of the
Maxwell Library, just beyond the
stairs. The Control Center connects electronically to study booths
with a small color television monitor, a pair of earphones, and a push
11111rnffiU1u11ul1lll11uu1mlll1Hi111iu11umr111uuuuu111u1Ull1rnumlWmri111111111111111111111111111111111 button dial like a telephone.
Dial Access is commonly used by
professors as an· aid to teaching.
Every week a shuffle of audio tapes,
and educational television specials
are put on at the professor's request
FREE LEGAL ADVICE
and assigned· to students as
The Student Government Association offers free legal advice to all
"Homework."
Bridgewater State College students. The lawyers are available on TuesIn order to acclimatize and
day mornings 9AM to 12 noon and on Wednesday afternoons from lPM
increase the use of Dial Access by
to 12 noon and on Wednesday afternoons from ·lPM to 4PM in the
students, the director of Media SerStudent Union Council Chambers(located on the 3rd floor next to the
vice has put together a recreational
gameroom). For more information contact the SGA office at extension
tape which can be dialed up any421 or 422.
time. It is a novel way for night
JOBSJOBSJOBSJOBS
school mother's to occupy their
The Senate went into Executive session Tuesday night to discuss a
Applications for "Christmas Help" at the Westgate Mall in Brockton will
children, while the mother's study.
motion. to censure Senator-at-Large Jack O'Neil for "dereliction of
be taken Monday through Friday at the Division of Employment Security
Put the earphones on the child and duty". We presume that the motion referred to Jack's failure to tum up
Booth situated inside the· Westgate Mall beginning Oct 19 between 10
. dial from the selection.
for Senate meetings--but we can't be sure--because the term executive
and 4. As of Nov 2; the booth will be manned from 9am-9pm Monday thru
Some students cannot study session means "press and public excluded".
Friday. Employment usually runs· from early November to late
without music; for them there are
We checked with Deep Throat, but our usually reliable source wan't
December. It is not.too late to appl~""You must apply at the. booth
the tunes of Tennessee Ernie Ford talking tis time. Luckily though, the SGA, like the Titanic, has more than
however.·PLEASE COMETOTHESTUDENTEMPLOYMENTREFor Ragtime Piano. Hard studying one leak, and we were able to learn a thing or two.
ERBAL SERVICE 'OFFICE BEFORE YOU GO: TO THE MALL and
can sometimes leadtorestlessness.
Though the motion was defeated 2-16-0, our source tells us that this
·obtain referral papers, The officeis in the basement ofTillyjustbeyo~d
Take a break and listen to the old doesn't mean that O'Neill's forgiven'. ThE! whole exerci.se is to. b.e •a
Phil Conroy's--T3.5,· or 6. · ·. ·· . ·, · . '. .. · " .
. · ... · :
tinie radio broadcast of "Inner Sane- propaganda ploy·.-J,ack wiUbe,given-or;ie. ta.st c[lanc.e tO me¢ hiS'.\Yays
KENTUCKY: FRIED MOVIE
.tum," the students interested in then they'll impeach him. Indeed, according'toaut sduce,·th'ere's'already
The BSC Shoto-Kan Karate Club is sponsoring the movie Kentucky
athletics will erijoy, "Wheelin' Steel," a majority body of opinion in favor of sacking the wayward senator. Their
Fried Movie on Thursday, November 12, 1981. There will be three
which is a video program.
only conc€rn is to avoid the appearance of being vengeful. Whispers
·shows: 5:00, 7:00, and 9:00. The movie will be shown in the SU Dem.
The recreational tape usually
,
.a!=l'?l~~s
4':l~:l>., }q.~a~c;~.h~. r,i~~.r~tb.~ ~s~9~1t.~_H~tiv;i~).\1W 1w.it! ~~ .W.~~JlnJJ ?P
·-Room in the third floor of the Student Union. Tickets ar~$l,50 for :BSC
lasts fortwoweeks;.•Tape·number 5 ··. ar1Yday .,nqw
,;W,e happ~n.t9 Rnow tl\at he'll 1gnore 1t; aHasoH1s· 1mp~acn·
students and $2.00 for the public; All tickets sold atthe doorwill be $2.00.
is played Nov:·3 th'ruNov~·17,1981- ment is a certainty. ·
Tickets will be on sale in front of the bookstore Nov. 5-12.
and its contents are posted inside
Whispers awards a triple raspberry to the SGA members o/-~°- ,v~!ed to
MINI-VACATION FOR TWO AT CATHOLIC CENTER
every working booth; for example, .r~'.\'.~J4de .the.Pl;~$$ from thf! piscussion. We,tpank the minotityfWat~6~~d
A Mini Vacation .for Two.in Boston will be the grand ·prize 9iv.eawa'y at the 'r: ~ 'thls~weeks; !rsting"itltludes:r· .. ,-:.
against executive session, including Senators Mary Noonan and Laura
fourth annual Christmas Bazaar sponsored by the Catholic Center at
Television: Wheelin' Steel, the
Innis. And a special knock to SGA Secretary Imbaro, who made a little
Bridegewater State College.
wheelchair olympians.
speech equating a ~h.Q.t with Whjsp.ers to ,treason·agaihst the SGA. Wl-iat
Deluxe accomodations will be at the Parker House/Boston for two
Audio. ~~mlv: 1: enness¢e Erri\~ Ford,
rot. Be~id~r- we.have.p,UJ:wq,ys•.... ,. ,. :··':: .. ,:'.l·· .....,,,,.,,,"''":•·'-·:·"··""""""""-~·""•"'"'l'l~
··evenings.· Tihe gift package atso includes four full breakfasts at the Par·ker
(counti:y and western1. ·
·Tifrnmg to ·other. matters.,..:a platinum turkey away goes to the '81
House and $50.00 in cash for spending money while in the Hub.
Hagtime PTano Music·from silent
yearbook staff for 1) misspelling the name of the college president in big,
Tickets go on sale November 1 and are available at the Catholtc
movies.
black letters and 2)omitting the picture of the Arts Magazine staff that,
Center at Bridgewater State College, 122 Park Avenue, Bridgewater, or ·
Barbara Streisand.
according to editor AM Editor Lynn Haffner, was duly sent to the
form committee members Judy Gabriel, 697-7195, Ann Marie Rumrill,
Yearbook People. We understand that .the Arts Magazine People-·
Old
Time
Radio
featuring,
697-7371, or Jea:n Remillard, (Middleboro), 947-1884. Ticket prices are
sensitive intellectuals one and all-~were deeply wounded by the over·
"Inner Sanctum."
$1.00 each or three chahces for'$2~00.·
· · .. · · · . · · • · ...
sight. Excepjt .for these blots the yearbook isn't all that bad--for a
"I
want
students
to
experiment
THE MODEL UN
yearbook.
with the new program," says Dr.
The Harvard National Model United Nations(HNHUM) will be held on
Senator Innis, by the way, wanted us to mention that she's had her hair
Glen Cook. He also welcomes comFebruary 12-15, 1982. The HNMUN will provide delegates with a greater
Gee Laura, it sure looks cute.
cut.
·ments
and
advice
on
the
Recreaunderstanding of the purposes and functions of the United Nations in
· Deep Throat, while croaking out on the week's big story, did have a
tional Tape. Dr. Cook hopes that
relation to the problems with which it deals. Simulating the roles of
social note. It seems that a certain Executive Boart member and SAC
recreational listening will become
diplomats from all over the globe, students engate in formal debate as
rep have been seen often in the company of a certain class of '95 Senator.
popular. with the students, both on
well as informal "behind the scenes" negotiations. Students interested in
WE'il have to start checking. out those snug little library nooks and
campus and with commuters to
'being a part of the delegation frorn BSC must (I) fill out 'the form
crannies .....
Bridgewater.
provided and (2) attend an organizational meeting on November 9th at ·
6:30pm in the Library Conferenc,e Room (C-1). WeareJookingforward
to seeing you there!
Name .... , .......... ; ........... ·,.' ............ ·.,. ..... ·... Date
Campus Address ......•....... : ............•. ; .......... Phone
Year of ·Graduation ......................... -.;.· ............... .
Explain briefly related background/experiences which you feel will be
helpful in participating in the HNMUN:
·.
by Barbara Glauben
Dick Dennehy, President of OASIS, announced that since the spring,
1982 course offering paper should be in everyone's hands by friday,
November 6th, meetings have been scheduled for a general discussion
on academic procedures and policies. Everyone is welcome to attend
any or all the sessions. Dorie AuCoin, Outreach Coordinator, will be
present at all the meetings for the purpose of answering questions.
Some discussion will also be held on upcoming OASIS programs
and activities. Meetings are scheduled for:
Tuesday Nov 10 - 11:00 AM Student Union, Rm. 2
Friday Nov 13 · 11:00 AM S.U. Green Room
Monday Nov 16 - 12:00 AM S.U. Green Room
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c/oComment
Student Union Building

"YOUREWHAT?"
The way people react when you tell them
you're pregnant isn't important.
The way you feel about it is. So if you're
·
pregnant and not so sure you
want to be, talk to us. Our counselors
are specially trained to help
you make the decision that's-right
fot you. Call 738-6210.
Preterm. The most experienced
reprod\jctive health care center in
the Northeast.

· preterm

A licensed non-profit health care facility. 1842 Beacon Street, Brookline. MA 02146

Wiedergott

·HOPSCOTCH

..................... ....... .
I

Karl

Nov. 10
TU es.
llam/8pn1

Library
Lecture
Hall

O~e-Act

Play).

Directed by
Prof. Lee Dunne

FREE.

4 The Comment.November 5, 1981
by ~Rehara f--kFartand ·
·
activities; I alsdcdncentratebn floor
exercise to strengthen muscles.
Can you rliri. ;wim.blow bubbles,
Group activities also benefit him
catch and throw a ball. ride a bike.
because he isn't usually given this
laugh, dance, or just love to be with
opportunity in his environment. 4. I
kids? Most of these events occur in
would recommend the clinic to
our everyday life. You don't have to
anyone in any major who enjoys
be a ph!,.1sical education major to be
children and a rewarding expeable to perform these activites. On
rience in helping children learn
Saturday morning at the Children's
1 and have fun.
Physical Development Clinic these
are just some of the activi.ties that
Veronica Thorner
clinicians perform with children
Major/Physical Education
identifies at having various physical,
L I became interested in special
mental, and emotional problems.
need children when I babysat with a
The clinic is not run just for P.E.
child who had spina bifida, and I also
majors or Special Ed. Majors but, it
volunteered at a hospital all during
is a program that is open to every
my teen years and was in contact
major or minor on the campus of
with people who had all types of
BSC. Out of the 87 clinicians who
infirmities. I know this is the field for
work in the clinic, 7 students were
me.
randomly chosen and asked these
2. The clinic has been a very reward·
questions.
ing experience for me personally
1.How did you become interested in
because I know I have helped somechildren with special needs?
one to become more of a person. it
2.How is the clinic experience
is a tremendous feeling of joy to
benefitting you personally and
watch the child I am working with
professionally?
experience success, and to feel that
3. What is the nature of your child's Top Row, left to right: Marc Pelletier, Lois Lurie, Roberta Dunn, Veronica Thorner. Front Row, left to
she has accomplished tasks that I
disability? And what activities do right: Ricky Agostinelli, Bob Robitalle, Terry Lyon.
have set up for her. Professionally
Photo by Renata McFarland
you feel are of benefit to him/her?
this will enable me to better under4. Why might you recommend the
one's eyes to what problems a spestand these special people and thus
Roberta M. Dunn
Marc Pelletier
clinic experience to other students Major: Biology
cial needs child deals with on a day
better able to help them have a betMajor/Coaching
on campus?
ter life.
1. The clinic is my first experience 1. I became interested in special to day basis--where as I deal with it
3. The nature of my child's disability
needs children because it is some- only once a week.
with special needs children.
is that she has hydrocephalus( water
2. Personally, t~e clinic has helped thing I have never encountered Terry Lyon
me to understand and interact with before. No one ever in my family has Major: Special Ed. in Early in the head). She enjoys everything
children I've_ previouslS,. had no ever become involved with special Childhood
that the clinic has to.offer, especially
1. I became involved with special swimming. She also loves the tramexposure to. Professionally, I am needs children.
Lois Lurie
Major: Art
interested in the medical field, possi· 2. The clinic experience has opened needs children while I was a senior in poline and the bike; she loves to
1. I first experienced working with a
bly in. becoming a doctor, and
up my eyes. It has made. me realize high school. I worked in a fifth grade challenge me to an outside run. She
special needs child where r did understanding the needs of these how much I have taken for granted. special needs class assisting the is now wanting to play games such
volunteer work at th~ Mass. Hospi- children would help me give them Professionally I feel that this expe- teacher. I have also encountered as dodgeball with the other child.ren
tal School. I assisted a recreational the best medical care.
rience will help me recognize and special needs children in my expe- her age-something she has not
therapist.
3. I am presently working with
help a child--otherwlse I would have riences of working in summer initiated before.
2. The clinic is beneficial to me pro- another clinician with a 21. year old never known how to handle or rec- camps.
4. I feel everyone should have the
fessfonally in which it gives practical severely retarded young aduli with ognize any problems with a special 2. The clinic is very beneficial to oportunity to work at the clinic.
anyone wishing to pursue a career Working with these children can
experience in working with special cerebral palsy. Relaxation exercises needs child.
needs children
a relaxed setting. including pool activities, and eye- . 3. My child is wheelchair bound and working with special needs children. add so much to one's life, and one
Personally it is satisfying to see pro- hand coordinatien compose .the has Muscular Dystrophy, which is a I benefit because it gives me one to Working with these children can
gress'made within such a short time. main part of his program in the progressive disease· of the muscles. one contact with a child (the same add so much to one's life, and one
3. The child I work with is autistic clinic.
The child lacks strength and facial child every week) and this helps me can learn so much from these childand I try to get him to do things on 4. The clinic is an excellent •oppor· expression. My child is an avid base- to understand the nature of special ren. Also one would be surprised at
his own. I also try to interest him in tunity for self-enrichment, profesball fan and loves to play adapted ;iee~s children more than any read- what these children can accorfllt>lish.
the surrounding environment.
si·onal experience, meeting people baseball with the other group of MD mg m a b?o~ could.
It is a great learning experience deal·
4. 1 would rec.ommend the clinic to with similar interests, and achcince . children in the clinic.
3. My child is 8 years old and has ing with humanity. I am sorry I did
anyo®,,:Wli~(~~t~~Jg:,~ki. ·.§Q.ffi~: ·.':.·to,.hel:p,,,eR;tfoh:err;;i,wh@':: ~~4,,.4':\\\~,.,,,Al,ll'l,~;.~1~-~~jJ,t,.,.,,~l~ ])L,1,S h.~Df,l.e~ ..M*\,l,g;)J~L Q.\;(?!t:Q~,;.J, ..,¥r"Ot·rearn· about ··the Cltnt6 untiU. w,a.s-.".••······-one else happy.
most.
anyone to understand and open up le t him participate in his favorite on my way out of here!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bo~ Robitaille
Ricky Agostinelli
KEEP IT PUMPING KEEP IT PUMPING KEEP IT P.UMPING
Ma1or: Teach er Prep/Motor Major/Motor Therapy DevelopDevel~pment
.
ment 1. My first encounter with spe......,~~....,.~\f'lll....,~.J\'-...i....,..~lfalli.,...~l\l'...,_'\l\,,,,..,....~1\111..,._id\,;..~"*t.!ft.•,....-~,_....,""""".....,_~~.;...~~ 1. My flfst encounter was dunng my cial needs children was in the clinic. I
~d?t:ted P.E. class 324 where e~ch continued my interest in them
md1v1~ual had .to do a t.en hour field because I felt that they have always
by Renata McFarland
exp~nence . with special needs _as been neglected through physical
Will you now stand up please ... !
partial requirements. I worked w1th activities and recreation throughout
want to breathe deeply for the next
M.D. childre~ at Lakev~lle Hospit_al. the years.
15 seconds, ready go!! This is just
2. Personally 1.t has provided ~e with 2. The personal satisfaction is
part of one of the preliminary testing
~he opportun~ty,;o d~velop a wor.k- becoming very close with that child.
procedures doneon the Cardio vasmg pe:so:i~hty with the special I look forward to spending those two
cualar program, run by Doctor Sills
needs md1v1dual, that has enabled hours with him. On the professional
and the students of the excercise
me to. feel comfortabl~ and ~onfi· side, I feel I have a valuable piece of
health program. The Cardio vascu·
d~nt with them. Profe~s1ona!ly 1t has experience that has enabled me to
lar program is a unique program
given
me an opporturnty to become work on a one to one basis with a
offered for the faculty administra·
directly ii:volved with .the develop· child, demonstrate public relations
tion, librarians and staff of BSC. It
n;ent and impleme~tatt?n of a reme- with administration, parents, and
has been in operation· for three
dial program. This will no doubt students.
years focusing on "total phy.sical fit.
benefit m.e in the future._
3, I am presently a group leader but
ness and cardiovascular health."
3. My ~ltent ha~ ~pastic cerebral looking back from the past I have
The Cardiovascular Health propalsy, slight scol~osis and a mental worked with a variety of disabilities
gram is held in the Human Perforage of ~ppr~x~m1;1tely . 3 years. ranging from MD to Downs Synmance Lab the health program
~u.rther ~att trammg ~ould be ben7· drome. The most beneficial activity
administers several tests to deterf1c1al to him, also static and dyn~m1c was swimming, there the child was
mine ones body composition and
balance ~e~~lopme~t.. He enjoys able to forget his handicap while
help set up an- excercise program
water act1v1t1es. This _is_ where he floating in the water.
·
the tests are:
excels. T_he water pro~1des an ex_cel- 4. The clinic is an exceptional expe·
1. Flexibility-which is determined by
le~t medium and provides the client rience and of great value, regardless
the "sit and reach test".
~1th a buoyancy freedom of of what your major is. The setting is
2. Body cornpostion which will be
movement.
.
. .
educational and very relaxed.
determined by anthropometric
4. I would recon;mend the clmtc _to Anyone is welcome and Dr. Huber
measurements.
anyone who. wishes to acquaint is always willing to help. P.S. The
3. Pulmonary function which. will be
themselves with the area of special donuts are good tool
assessed by spirometer
needs and individualized instruc·
measurements.
Photo by Renata McFarland
programs.
I
should
mention
tional
4. Aerobic fitness which will be
A student's pulmonary function is being tested by the spirometer
that though .it is run in an extremely
assessed by an electrocardiogram
professional manner, the clinic pro·
which determines the heart's
vides an opportunity to learn with·
loss, flexibility, and cardiovascular factors play this important role. He
response to maximal stress.
out pressure from those in charge.
fitness. All of these improvements · has been interested in the Excercise
5. Blood will be analyzed to deterhave enabled them to meet their Science program and Cardiovascumine the concentrations of cholesdaily streaa and work load on the job larHealth for the past ten years. Fils
terol and triglycerides.
with much more efficiency and work also involves extensive invol·
After administering the tests, the
ease,
leaving them more energy· to vement with ·the American Heart
deata is utilized for development of
pursue more leisure recreational Association and MAHPER. ·
individual programs. Some of the
activites. This program is offered on
Dr. Sills is assisted by both 9raduactivities offered through the cardioa voluntary basis.
ate and undergraduate students of 12:()0inoon in the Human Perfor·
vascular activities offered through
Dr. Eric Sills is the directqr of the the Excercise Science Program. mance Lab and small gymnasium
the cardiovascular health program
Human Performance Lab. Dr. Sills Through this program the students and on Tuesday and Thursdays at
are walking, running, cycling, swimis a member of the BSC faculty in will become competent in stress 11 :00 in the pool. All participants will
ming, basketball, volleyball, group
the Dept. of HPER.
testing, flexibility, body composi- be required to obtrain a medical
excercise to music or other areas of
· What interested him in Excercise tion, pulmonary function and in clearance from a licensed physician
interest.
Science? From the human perfor· perscribing and developing a pro- for excercise. Tes ting dnd program·
There are about 30 active partici·
mance standpoint, he wanted to gram based on individual assess- ming prior · to admission to the
pants in the program from ages 28:
know what made ·work more effi· ment in response to the lab tests.
program-interested individuals
67 years both male and female.
know what makes the human body
The Cardiovascular Health pro· should contact Dr. Eric Sills, ext.
Those who have been actively involwork more efficiently. what keeps gram ·will be offered on Monday, 278 or287 to sign up for the program
ved in the program .have expe·
us ticking and what environmental Wednesday, and Friday at and obtain further information.
rienced positive. changes in weight

You're in What?

in

DRAMA WORKSHOP:

American Repertory Theater Co. will present Drama Workshops on Nouember 10, free of charge, in the SU Ballroom. From
1:00 to 2:00 p.rri., a Movement Workshop (comic, mime, clowning, juggling). From 2:00 to 3:00 p.m., an Improvisation and
Characterization Workshop.
DANCE PERFORMANCE
lmpulse·Dance Company will perform on November 12, 8:00
p.m., in the SU Auditorium. Tickets will be on sale in the Info
Booth, $1.50 for BSC, $2.00 for Public. ·At 4:00 p.m. on November
12, a Dance Workshop will be held, free of charge, in the SU
Ballroom.

BSC CHORAL SOCIETY
FALL CONCERT THIS FRIDAY NIGHT
8:00 P.M.

SU AUDITORIUM

FREE ADMISSION!!

by Daniel J. White
For many years, Hollywood has
operated under the theory that big is ·
better. Films like Grease and Star
~Wars, which have made tremendous amounts of money, have given
film companies the chance to make
high-budgeted movies in the hopes
of making even larger profits. Consequently, the high·budgeted movie
became the. mainstream of Hollywood. However, with the failures of
these types of movies, such as
Raise the Titanic (40 million),
1941 (27 million), and The Blues
Brothers (30 million), Hollywood
soon found .itself in an economic
stranglehold. With the much
heralded demise of Heaven's
Gate, Hollywood was thrown into a
panic, stopping production on
dozens of movies that were considered high econ )mic risks.
The phenomenon of the bigbudget failures has proven to be a
serious problem for Hollywood.
Certainly~ Heaven's Gate, is not
the highest budgeted film in the history of the cinema( Cleopatra holds
that honor with 44 million), but it
seems to be the symbol of the gross
overindulgence of. directors and
producers. With the demise of
He!wen' s Gate, producers had to
reevaluate the ideals that they held
about ·movies; the old assumption
that a multi-million dollar film would
produce a large profit was only proving to be a headache for the movie
industry.

With the success of certain films,
movie industries could afford to
take chances on the rising new
directors. Directors like Michael
Cimino and Francis Ford Coppola
were given virtually free reign in
making their films. Unfortunately,
these directors became carded·
away in their striving for realism.
Coppola had to mortage his house
to finishApocalypse Now. Cimino
spent approximately $300,000 to
shoot a graduation scene at Har·
vard. Cimino also held classes in
roller-skating, bullwhipping, and
wagon-driving, all in the name of
realism. Unfortunately, while directors strived for realism, they began
to neglect acting and plot. Heav"
en's Gate proved so ambiguous in
its story that it haci to be edited and
reworked to improve on the treatment of the story.
In conclusion, it seems interesting
to note that it has been the lowl;>udgeted films that have taken the
Academy Awards. Robert Red·
ford's Ordinary People cost
approximately 6.3 million and won
universal praise for its treatment of
an American family. Kramer. vs.
Kramer only cost 7million to make.
It only goes to show that one does
not need to spend tremendous
amounts of money on a film, but
rather spend what is needed and Jet
the story and plot carry the movie,
not the budget.
Next week: The cult film and
why people find them so appealing.

The Diary
of a

Madman
(a 9ne-man show)
by Nikolai Gogol
November 17, 18
8:00 p.m.
SU Demonstration Room

Death of a Salesman
Arthur Miller's "Death of a Sales·_
mah" opened recently at the Cha·
rles Playhouse- in Boston. This
production adroitly performed by a
very fine cast, including Dan Frazer,
starring as Willy Loman.
Most of the action occurs in the
suburban home of Willy and Linda
Loman in Brooklyn, 1946. Willy is a
salesman who lives on the road,
barely making ends meet. To make
matters worse, his son, Biff, comes
home to stay for a while and acts as
a catalyst for Willy's breakdown. Willy feels that he is responsible for
Biff's bitter attitude toward life, and
only makes the situation worse by
trying to help Biff.
The character of Willy Loman
runs the gamut of emotions, from
joy to depression. Dan Frazer handles the role well, delivering his lines
with real feeling. Frazer played Captain McNeil in the television series
"Kojak." He brings a great amount
of spirit to the stage, particularly in
the flashback scenes. His wife,
Linda, played by Sally Chamberlain,
is also asked to fill a difficult role as
the mainstay of Willy. She is a
women of incredible patience and
endurance, buffetted by the other
characters. Chamberlain is familiar
to television audiences as a star of
the annual Christmas program,
'The Homeq:>ming."
This past
month she was seen as Judge
Saunc;lers in "Family Reunion" on
NBC.

At the Charles Playhouse, Boston, through Nov. 29

Biffs character is as complex as
Willy's. Biff, played by Michael
Sacks, has been seen in
"Slaughterhouse-Five," "Sugarland
Express," and "The Amityville Horror." With all his experience, it
could be expected that his part
could be played with more maturity;
Sacks never seems to break away
from his sulking, immature image,
even in the flashbacks. Paul Guil·
foyle playing Happy, Biff's younger
brother, seems to be a token char··
acter on the surface of the play.
Guilfoyle could have developed
.more of Happy's character and

brought deeper emotional involvement to his role. Guilfoyle also has
television experience, as Ephraim
McDowell in the drama "Ephraim
McDowell's Kentucky Ride."
The experience of this play was
enhanced by the flute music which
punctuated .the drama. The set
design was commendable in its
imaginative use of limited space,
thanks to Don Beaman.
All in.all, the play isworth seeing'.
It moves. quickly with a. finely-tuned·
tension that catches the audience
up in the tragedy of Willy Loman.

WL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES~BY-PHONE:
You never know what might happen toda.y. But you can always ask the
stars.Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecastisjust a phone call away-24
hours day~ It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart' you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
mightjust make your day.

a

Libra {Sept.. 24-.0ct. 23) .•... 1-2rn-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) ... 1-212-976-5858
Sagit-tarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) .. 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) .. 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) .. 1-212-976-6262
1st Min. Extra Min.
53(2
37¢
These rates apply on calls you
34(2
25¢
dial yourself, no operator
15¢
21<2
involved, from the Boston are1.
21<2
15¢
Tax not included.
21(l
15¢
*A service mark of Horoscopes-By-Phone, Inc.

Aries (March 22-April 20) ... 1-212-976-5050
Taurus (April 21-:May 21) .... 1-212-976-5151
Gemini (May 22-June 21) .... 1-212-976-5252
Cancer Oune 22-July 23) .. : . 1-212-976-5353
Leo Ouly 24-Aug. 23) ....... 1-212-976-5454
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) ..... 1-212-976-5656
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Sunday-Friday 5 prn-11 pm
Sunday~Friday 11 pm-8 am
All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm

@New EnglandTelepho·ne
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Sports
Wanted
The Interrnural/Recreation program is looking for tw~ females to
serve as Sport Supervisors for the up-corning Womens I:1termural
Basketball Tournament. If you are responsible, dependable, interested
in the game (some knowledge will be helpful), and looking for a wa¥ to
earn a little extra money, please see Candy Kendall, IM/REC Coordinator, Room 108 Kelly Gym, X-286 immediately.

Bears Lose 1 In the Dark
by Dusty Chapeau
More than ghouls and goblins
haunted the Bridgewater State College football team on the eve of Halloween last Friday, as they
succumbed to more "tricks" than
"treats" in 14-10 loss to Nichols. A
controversial touchdown by the
host, Nichols College Bisons, and
some key turnovers helped hand
the Bears their third loss of the season at 3-3.
Bridgewater totally dominated
the game throughout with the passing of Kevin Cobban to receivers
Vin Harte and Ron McCarthy eating
. '.up the statistics. The game marked
··the remarkable comeback of tight
'end Harte who just returned from a
broken wrist injury. The 5' 11" 200pound junior hauled in 5 passes for
63 yards and his first career touchdown. McCarthy was equally effective as Cobb an hit him 7 times for 93
yards.
The Bears climbed into the lead
early in th~ first quarte: on a long
45-yard· dnve. Successive runs. by
llf;- Mike Ciesinski and Dave Buckley
brought the ball inside Bison terri·
~ tory where Cobban picked up a key
*first down on a QB sneak.· A
McCarthy reception .moved the
Jt pigskin to the nine-yard line, but an

three minutes later when quarterback Mike Dougherty threw a long
bomb to his tight end Joe Fitzgibbons, who hauled it in at the B.S.C.
19-yard line.
Two plays later,
The teams have been seeded and the 1981 Touch Football playoffs
Nichols' ace halfback Bill Duggan
began on Tuesday, November 3, with the top seeded team, the Rough
plunged in from four yards out to
Riders "clashing" against The Clash, and second . placed team,
make it 7-3 bad guys. Bridgewater
Schmegma going against the Nads. Which team will emerge as the 1981
blew two consecutive scoring chanTouch Football Campus Champs? Col1le watch the final round on
ces following an interception and a
Monday, November 9th at 4pm. on the IM fields behind the Apartments.
Rob Lee fumble on the 14, as the half
ended.
.
It wasn't until late in the third
stanza that the Bears would strike.
·All-Conference defensive back Jim
Millerick picked off a Bison pass at
A Team Captains' or Team Representatives' meeting is scheduled for
their own 33 and ran it back to the
Tuesday, November 17, at 11:00 a.m. (the free hour) in G 12 1. Team
22.
The Nichols defense held
entry forms will be accepted for this tournament at ~his mee.ting ~nly!!
Bridgewater on three straight plays
No late entries will be accepted. Blank entry forms will be available m the
and forced a fourth down and seven
Jetter rack by the IM/REC Bulletin Board in the main lobby of the Gym,
situation. It was here that Cobban
prior to the meeting.
·
.
. .
and harte, the Quincy Connection,
Anyone interested in officiating should also attend the meeting (this is
combined for a 19-yard storing play
a paid position.)
that sent the Bears bench into a
Play begins Monday, November 23.
'total frenzy. It appeared that. the
veteran tight ~n~l had sealM his
¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥¥'f.¥Jil..:tl-¥Jil..Jil..¥¥•••••• ¥•¥¥Jil..Jrl..ll-•¥¥¥-¥
comeback with t'he wir,u1ing TD.
But on the eve of'J-Iallowien,
strange things ha~.e .
known to
happen, and though no orie saw a
black cat scurry across the field, bad
Effective: 10/24--12/16
luck struck again. Cob ban was eat. Mondays: 8-9am and 7-lOpm
ing up yardage (18 completions for
t''Tuesdays~ '~f9~rii·and' H~noon 'and·S·l@~tn' , , -· ,,,..,
· Cfose'ci 11/llall day for' Veterans 'Day ·
,._: qf{side ~-penalt.y.,; a .'sacl-h and. 'i\r 217 yard~) ,,Jn his aerial attG\cl< when
Bison defensive back Ed Zywieii
Wednesday: S-9am and 7-lOpm
·
,.._incomplete pass stalle~ the dn~e.
.Thursday: 8-9am and 11-noon and 7-lOpm
J4-Kicker Larry Burnham came mto stepped in front of one pass and
Fridays: 8-9am and '2-3pm and. 7~10pm
" - *::the:s?IP'l~ ~n<i· booJed... q 2§~y.ar¢.~ield returned it 35 years to the Bears'
15-yd. line. Halfback Bill Duggan
Pool closed 11/25 at Spm thru 11/29
*9oal to make it 3-0 B.S.C
. 10/30 pool c.I.osed 6:30--8:30pm
~ But the Bisons roared back just brought the ball down to the four on
'.;.,_,,, ;·'.: ,,,,;;~})e:tFs~'to'1 lM!!o..:?U}!)'m<~1:-m,.~J ,,.,. ~\;.11,t, .;.,.., .. nu:1>
:·...-,, .•,;.
Saturdays: 1-4pm
,·
Closed 10/24, 11/7, 11/21, 11/28
Sundays: 1-4pm
Closed 11/29
lf
In addition to the above date's, the pool will also be closedfor recreational ~
swimming on the following day to home swim meet competitions. (Dates
are subject to change--watch for posted schedule.) Saturday. December
12(1-4pm).
~

IM Football

a

Women's Intramural Basketball

**

Second Quarter Swim Schedule

*

oeen

*

*
l

an off-tackle sprint on the next play,
but the B.S.C. defense, led by Pete
Lacey and Bob Colangeli, held tight.
Then came the controversy. With
just two yards to go, Duggan was hit
hard on the one and apparently
fumbled into the waiting arms of
Millerick. But the referee raised his
arms high indicating touchdown and
the home fans went crazy. The
arguments of the Bear defenders
went for naught as the clear fumble
recovery was turned instead into six
points. If the:re were any pumpkins
in the Bridgewater stands, they
would have surely been headed in
the direction of the man with the
black and white pin-striped suit.
A late B.S.C. rally failed and
Nichols had themselves an
unearned 14-10 win.
.
The coacbing staff noted the play
of tight end Harte and the defensive
efforts of PetE;! Lacey (14 una~~isted
tackles, 2 sacJ-<s, 2 blockeq passes)
as outstanding, .
. ,';·: .,
Also rioted for their perforri;lances
were .running back' Mike Cie~ihski
(11 carries, 50 yards) a:nd I).µnter
Mike Knight who averaged over 40
yards per kick including a 61-yp.rder.
Head Coach Mazzaferro was
clearly distressed after the game citing th~ key interception as .the major
blow: "Tonight we lived' by tne pass
and we died by the pass."
The Bears face undefeated Plymouth State this weekend at Swenson field.

***
**

······························~····~··
Wanted!
The Bridgewater State College Swim T earn is looking for man?lgers. If·
anyone is interested, please contact: swimming coach Joe Yeskewicz in
Room 113 Kelly Gym, at 697-8321, ext. 278 or· 463.
·

Waterpolo Victorious·
Special to The Comment The stage was set. . The cft~lkboard
cartoon in the Kelly Pool depicted an eagle spurting blbod arid
captioned µBSC Bloodbath!" The air was electric with anticipation
as B.S.C. and Boston College awaited the officials' arrival for their
waterpolo re-match last Friday night The previous contest went to
B.C. 15-12.
The officials arrived, gave instructions, and the crowd saw the Bears
break the huddle and fall behind as BC got a quick goal. Almost as
quickly; s.s~c.;s Bob Stanley tied the score, and the crow<l was treated
to an exciting contest. The first quarter ended with BC ahead 3-2.
In the second period, the lead see-sawed, with BC scoring three goals.
Bob Stanley put the Bears in fr.pntfor good just before halftime, B.S.C
7-BC 6.
'
Both teams scored three times in the third quarter, and the fourth
quarter was all Bears, as they scored four goals while holding BC to a
single score. The final outcome was a 14-10 win, the first this season for
the Bears against four losses.
Bob Stanley led the B.S.C. attack with a career high of 7 goals while
Mike Piazza scored-5;~J1m Regan and Tom Cameron scored one each tc
round out the scores. Piazza led the team with 12 goals on the sedson,
while Stanley had U.
·
·
Defensively, Paul Latson neld BCs center attack player at bay, lirt;it·
ing him to four goals, while Carl Dietz, Ken Doyon, Butch Pyne, and Jim
Regan kept the rest of the BC squad at bay. "Our goaltending was
superb," commented B.S .C.._ Coach Yesewicz. "Jim Herbert played his
best game in goal, setting up most of Bob Stanley's goals on breakaways,
and Butch Buck backed him up very well." Coach Yesewicz noted that
"it was a 'team victory,' because we started the game with our fastest
swimmers, and our substitutes played very well. The entire team
showed super enthusiasm."
Seeing action in the game were Dave Riley, Bill Crampton, and George
Nigro. Ken Bernard, unable to be in the game, was sadly missed.
The B.S.C. swim team has now begun its swimming training, with their
first meet at Boston College on November 15, when they will team up
with the B.S.C. "swimmin'Women" at the Boston College Co-edRelays.

Photo by Renata McFarland

Co-captains Bob Colangeli (74-def~nsive lineman) and Tim Millerick (16-defensi~e back)_watch the
offense from the sidelines. On the field the two players have led the defense which has y1edled less
than ten points a game.

Fan's View of Waterpolo
by Neil Bunick
Friday evening, October30, 1981,
I had the pleasure of attending a
waterpolo match at Kelly Pool
between the Bridgewater State College club and Boston College. By
the end of the game I decided that:
(1) my evening was well-spent and
more satisfying than a night out with
the guys drinking, and (2) if the Celtics won their home opener against
Washington it would only be "icing
on the cake."
. From a fan's point of view and
player's point of view, wate'r polo is
an emotional game. There was a
small but noisy crowd of approximately 20 people on hand. At times
the spectators were jumping up and
down, clapping their hands and
shouting encouragement to the
Bridgewater team.
The players
were celebrating inside the pool and
on the sidelines with each goal

a

scored.
As the game proceeded, . the
Bears got tougher and tougher.
They worked well together as a unit
and could taste a vicfory down to
the very end. Coach Joseph Yeske·
wicz and Captain P.aul Larson (the
leader in and out of the pool) dis·
cussed strategies with the players
who psyched each other up for a
strong fourth period.
Yeskewicz being an excitable
swim coach and the "Tom my
Lasorda of waterpolo", must have
jumped ten feet off the ground late in
the game when Bridgewater scored
a few insurance goals.
B.C. had previously beaten
Bridgewater by three goals so the
Bears wanted to win by at least
three goals according to Larson.
B.S.C. impressed everyone with
four fourth-period goals to win by a

four-goal margin.
The last waterpolo surprise of the
evening occurred after the match
was over. The guys battled it out in
the swimming pool but were courteous after the game; evident when
B.C. and B.S.C. shook hands and
offered congratulations. One last
game as a best-of-three series may
be played between the two teams at
3:00 p.m. on Friday at the Kelly
Pool.
No .doubt about it:·-v.faterpolo is
certainly an emotionally packed
game, especially the way the Bears
play it. The last time J became so
excited from watching a sports
event was during the Boston Celtics
championship series last spr.ing. By
the way, the Celts beat the Bullets
Friday night .. .I was just happy I had
an opportunity to see the waterpol()
match.
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Season

Begins

Wrestlers Are Back

Of

the Week"
is Back

But Seeking Players
by Daniel Hall
This year's BSC Wrestling Team
hopes to improve a 4-8-1 record of
last year in the 1981-82 campaign.
Unfortunately for the Bears
attendance at practices have been
rather low. However, the team does
have more returning lettermen.
Mike Kates, last year's wrestling
sensation at BSC and captain will be
returning at .the 150 weight class.
Returning Senior Mike Alexander
will be. a stalwart at 142. Lee LeBlanc
and Bob Morehouse will see alot of
Wrestling action at 167 and 180
respectively. Brian Moore at 157
rounds out the returning stars for
the team. They will be the building
blocks for Coach Rod Buttry going
into the 1981-82 season. The Bears
will also be depending upon the abilites of a few rookies this year. One
of those rookis is Bob Wilson. He
will be battling it out at the 142
weight class. Greg Kelley another

Bear hopeful will be appearing for
the Bears at 157, while Mike Keon
will see action at 167. The newcomers should provide the spark need
for the Bears to make a dent in the
league.
The Bears have been practicing,·
diligently for the past two weeks.
They feel very optimistic about the
promising upcoming season. The
Bears hope that when the fall sports
finish up more candidates will fill the
Junior Karen Croteau ori the move once again. Opposing teams
mats and join the. wrestlers already
in practice. However, they will still
have been unable to stop Croteau from scoririg (she's on her way
be lacking wrestlers i.n the 118 and
heavy weight Classes,
toward her third straight season as the Bear's leading scorer).
If there is .anyone interested in
joining the team this year~-practices
are being held in the small gym from
6-8. The Bears ·will begin league
action in December. They encourage wrestl~ng hopefuls to come out
and join the team; Little experience
by Neil Bunick
rival Plymouth State(N:H.) on
is necessary.
The Women•s Field Hockey October 2-th for a Division II game.
squad holds tahe best fall varsity Inside forward Karen Cr.oteau
record at BSC with an impressive · scored the Bears goals in a 2·1 tri12-5·5 enabling them to reach the umph. Co-captains Diane DemeEAIAW Regional Tournament. The trius and Chris Ramsey each
team began ·sl.ow ·from·. the·. starting collected one assist.
gate but has picked the slack up as
Two day later the women played
The intramural football playoffs began on November 3rd with the
of
late.
The
women
have
lost
only
Westfield
State in front of the home
league's top two regular season team coming out victorious. Schmegma
once in their last ten games.
fans and won 4-2. Denise Davis
beat the Nads 8-0 and the Rough Riders blanked the Clash 18-0. The IM
Coach Mary Lou Thimas explains scored first for the BEars from freshfootball championship will be decided on Monday November 9th at
the team's improvement. "Every man classmate Marcia Good~ fol4:00pm at the IM field. It should be a tough game-the Rough Riders and
· Nads are evenly matched. Catch the chamionship action on Monday! · team usually goes through a pla- lowed by two quick Westfield goals.
teau and an upswing in the course of The women did not let down howa season. We are doing well, scoring . ever and scored two rapid goals of
ALL HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION a lot more than we did at the begin- their own on a rebound shot off the
STUDENTS
ning of the season," says Thimas. goalies legs by Julie Mills and a
Schedule of Concentration Meetings
The key to the team•s success the penalty stroke by Chris Ramsay.
Concentraion
Date
Time
Room
' • coach points out is their "mental
BSC outplayed SMU 5-1 highllghattitude and the team working as a ted by a hat trick by Croteau.
unit now."
Bridgewater and Bentley College
Athletic Training
Nov. 10
11:00
Training Room
The Bears won the Class(A) drew to a 1-1 tie and on Halloween
Coaching
Nov.
l l:OO
G 121
• MAIAW tournament on October day UNH was no treat beating the
10
Exercise Science/Health fitness Nov. 9
:00
G
• 17-18. The women were seeded Bears 5-0. New Hampshire was the
3
120
Health
Nov.
ll:OO
third out of four teams, but sur- only school to defeat Bridgewater in
10
120 R
Motor. Development Therapy
Nov. 16
prised all with a pair of 3-1 victories the Bears last ten games. The
:00
G
7
1
Physical Education for Adults
Nov.
:00
Lib~~~~
m.
over U. Lowell and Northeastern. regular season ended with good
9
3
Physical Education for the
Once can easily see the squad's news-Bridgewater was named the
ll:OO
G 120
improvement sinc~Br!dgewaterlost fifth seed for the EAIAW regional
Preadolescent Child
Nov.
12
Recreation
.
·
G
t
to both teams earlier m the season. tournament.
121
11 ·00
Teacher Pr
t"
Nov. 12
t The field hockey team travelled to The squad shutout fourth seeded

Beginning with the next issue of The
Comment in November 19th the
Bridgewater "Athlete of the Week"
will adorn the sports pages once
again. The program, sponsored by
Anheiser·Busch is an opportunity
for collegiate athletes to gain recognition for their superlative efforts.
Here is how the program works:
the coaches .of each sport can
nominate a player he or she feels has
played well for the week. The Comment sports staff then selects one of
the nominated players_.
"The .Athlete of the Week" will
receive ;·a,,· Budweiser· jacket and
his/her pictu~e and · stats . will be
printed The Cornment. Astudent
can onl~:, win the a\.vard once. So
look for:thf? "Athlete of the Week~'
on November 19th.
'

in

Field Hockey

IM Football Playoffs
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PlymouthState 2-0)n the preliminary rounds. Marcia G6od and
Annetter· Lopes(who. played .splid.
defense against· Plymouth's high
scorer) scored the Bridgewater
goals. Jhe Bears .travel to $.~r~~µ~
for the semi-finals and will probably
play number one seeded Ithaca
College.
Coach Thimas says· the team's
overall chances are as good ·as eve- .
ryone elses .. lthaca beat the BEars
5-2 in early October, but Thi mas
feels that Bridgewater's late season
blossoming and the fact that Bridge.
water played a poor first half tn the
5-2 loss to Ithaca but outplayed and
outscored the upstate New York
team in the second haif 2-1, should
help the Bear's cause.
The field hockey coach praised
the following players: Johanna Lawlor for her consistent defensive play;
high scor~r Karen Croteau; second
leading scorer Chris Ramsey ev{!!n
though she is a midfielder, and the
goaltending of Tracey Lee as some
of the brightspots of late.
Good luck to Coach Thimas and
.her scrappy Bears in the field
hockey tournament at Syracuse.

......+11111111••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-
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Nov. 16
4:00 ••••••
G 121
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Alumni Swim Meet
Special to the Comment
'

.

The B.S.C. men's swim team opened up their 1981-82 dual meet
season with a convincing 66-21 victory over a game Swim Team Alumni
Squad last Friday night. The win was the first over the Alumni since
1978, and may be the forecastof a turning point in the program. Despite
the score, Bob Cameron, .Rick Battistini, Mike Arsenault, and Ken
Curran kept the "grads" in the meet, aided by George Nigro, Bob
Mulcahy, Dan Trainor, Ken Mierzykowski, Bob Quigley, Joe Masi, and
Bob Bartlett.
For the varsity, Carl Dietz ~cored double wins in the 200-yd. freestyle
and 50 backstroke. Single victories were notched by Ken Doyon (SO
free), Ken Bernard (100 individual medley), Jim Herbert (one-meter
diving), Brian _O'Neill (50 butterfly), Mike Piazza (100 free), and Bob
Stanley (50 breaststroke). Scoring second place points were Bob Stan·
ley (50 free), Tom Cameron QOO individual medley), Mark Hayes (onemeter diving), Paul Larson (200 free), and Ken Bernard (50
breaststroke). Third -place finishers were Paul Larson (200 free), and
Dave Riley (50 butterf! y).
.
"'
The Bears clocked a fine 1:49.72 in winning the 200 medley relay, "'
swum by Carl Dietz, Ken Bernard, Brian O'Neill, and Mike Piazza.
O'Neill also set a BSC record with a :24.89 in the 50 butterfly. Divers Jim
Herbert and Mark Hayes were impressive, as was Bob Stanley's :31.13
time for the 50 breaststroke. Also adding depth for the Bears were Butch
Buck, Butch Pyne, and Bill Crampton.
"I was impressed with our performances in this meet," commented
B.S.C. coach Joe Yeskewicz, "because we are swimming off water polo
training, and have not done much race training. Our times were· a
pleasant surprise for so early in the season. There's no telling where we
will be once we start serious swim training next week. We'll do much
be1ter this year!"

Every Monday and Tuesday night is
Miller Light Night
With every order of .large pizza with one
topping, you get a· pitcher of Miller Light Beer
for only $2. 75.
Offer exp_ires December 1st
31 Broad St

Bridgewater

697-4596
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BSC Hoopsters
Starting All Over Again

Comment
Scoreboard
~

Results of Games Played:
Oct. 28-Field Hockey 5, SMU 1
Oct. 29-Soccer 2, E. Nazarene 3
Oct. 29-Field Hockey 1, Bentley 1
Oct 30-Football 10, Nichols 14
Oct. 30-Soccer 4, Stonehill 3
Oct. 30-Whaterpolo club 14, Boston College 10
Oct. 31-Soccer 2, Curry 0
Oct 31.-Field hockey 0, UNH 5
Oct. 31-Rugby Club 10, Mystic RFC 19
Nov. 2-Soccer 0, U. MASS(Boston) 1
Nov. 3-Field hockey 2, Plymouth St. 0
Nov. 4-Women's Soccer Clu.b 0, Harvard 4

by William Paige
Ho-hum---Well guess its about
that time of the year again. The baskeball are out the new practic jersey's have been distributed, the
heather ponys have been fitted on
and the court is once again filled
with superstars. Yawn. Therefore,
its time to examine the Byron and
Ward connection. Gone from last
year is Seymour, Jordan, Sigilian,
Wurzburger, Zarrella, and Smart.
Replacing them however is an array
of potential ·standouts, that could
possibly carry the aquad ·such as
Kevin Hedley, Kevin Moore, and
hothanded Joe Bowen. Underneath

Go

BSC T earn Records:
Field Hockey 12-5-5
Men's Soccer 8-7-1
Women's Soccer Club 2-1
Football 3-3
Women's Tennis 3-5
Rugby Club 2-3
Volleyball 6-13
Waterpolo Club 1-4

Bears

Upcoming Games:
Nov. 4-Soccer at Westfield State
Nov. 5-Volleyball at Central Cbnn./Bridgeport
Nov. 5-Women's Soccer Club at Curry
Nov. 6-8-Field Hockey EAIAW Tournament at Syracuse
Nov. 7-Rugby. Club, Old Gold RFC
Nov. 7-Volleyball MAIAW tournament
Nov. 8-Women's Soccer Club, Stoughton Club

Predictions for 81-82 year:
is highlighted by new names such as
Al Howard, (ineligible until next 1. If the Bears can maintain during
semester) Mike Wood, Paul the first semester they should be
Mallery, and last year's JV standout able to breeze through the next
John Coutier. ·All and all the team semester.·
could turn out be a decisive factor in ~.Look for Coach Ward to be even
the league thils year. The veterans runnier· in locker room than .he was
from last year include Chris Gen- last year.
drack, Bill Drew, Pete Invores, and 3.Look for Finey to be a more conMike Finey at the guards positions. trolled ballplayer.
I, personally have my doubts about 4.Keep an eye on Dever"D" Morris.
the returnilng big men ... Devere And notice his quietness. Hold your
Morris (minus 35 pounds) Doug breath Bridgewater--the Bears are
Stairs(has a broken hand) Arturo alive and kicking but rememberRussell(ineligible until next ... they are starting all over again.
semester).

The BSC Rugby Club travelled to
Watertown this past wekend to face
the Mystic RFC. The game marked
the return of team leader Lenny
Houker who spent the first quarter
in England.
'
Bridgewater had strong scrum
play and was leading at the half 10-6.
Penalties hurt due to inexperience
resulting in the Mystic Club beating
the Bears 19-10.
The outstanding player of the
game was Alfred Mubanda who
scored the two BSC tried. The point
after try was by Steve Walsh on
straight on hicks.
All in all it was a good performance by everyone involved as the
team played a hard hitting game as
usual.
Next game is this Saturday at
home on the intramural fields. The
A game starts at 12:00 and the B
game at 2:00 against Old Gold
R.F.C. from Boston. Refreshments
will be served after the A game.
b~rstapdQU!t$·Alft~d,,~~':.ilnda (with rai~e:d ~~pds) and Tim Murphy.
Photo by Renata McFarl.and

Is it a headless dance team at practice? No, it's actually a scrum
between the BSC Rugby Club and the Mystic RFC.
Photo by Renata Mr.Farland

Friday, November-6th Closed
Appearing Friday, November 13th
The Fabulous

"Zaitchik Brothers Band
with "The Lowgistics"

(Be There-Just For Good Luck)
Coming Friday, November 20th

e

See your Jostens' Representative.
DATE Tuesday, Nov. 17th

Lobby across from the Bookstore

Deposit: $10.00

Extended.~~~~~

Special
$15 Teachers
Rebate
for Student
and Night School Students

.

TIME -4:00 1-7:00 pm

~~~~~~~~~~~--~~--:.~

PLACE
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Coming Soon
The Memphis Rockabilly Band
.Blues Brother-Matt"Guitar"Murphy
L.A. Woman
·
The Lines

